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Full Ace is a tennis simulator. We deliberately opted for a deep gameplay that allows for a more
accurate tennis experience. Therefore, use of an analog pad is highly recommended, even
though keyboard is available.
In Full Ace you can play alone against the AI, but a whole other kind of fun will be found online,
in multiplayer mode. Confrontation against real people is simply incomparable. As of now,
customers can already access an online beta version.

A tennis simulator obviously requires a very good physics simulation to provide the thrill and fun
of real tennis. This is done by simulating all aspects that are important to tennis (ball trajectory,
collision, friction, effects). Full Ace is our own vision of what video game tennis must become
and already does a very good job in simulating real tennis. Many game aspects are covered comprehensive setup possibilities, shot preparation, customizable character appearance, a lot
of different surface types, numerous character abilities, etc. All these aspects provide enough
variety of play along the flow of tournaments. You will get used to deal with how positioning and
timing affects precision. You will also find your own style of play according on chances and risks
you are willing to take. All aspects you would have to think about in real tennis, you should think
about when playing Full Ace as well.

Full Ace includes an exclusive character editor, allowing to customize character abilities and
appearance in an practical windowed interface. It is extremely easy to put your web browser or
picture viewer side by side with the editor to replicate the looks and characteristics of your
favorite players and share them with your friends.

Network multiplayer is designed to be fluid and highly reactive (preventing lag). It also ensures
maximum fairness between host and client.
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